
Lead Rack Hire Guidelines 

 Lead racks may only be hired out to members who have completed a lead course. A list of approved members may be 

found here 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AhA2rIwGkHkMdEIzbC1UclViR2FuRzBadkNjNlloY1E&pli=1#gid=0 

 If you hire a rack YOU are responsible for it. Check the rack BEFORE leaving the gear room and BEFORE returning. If the 

is any missing gear please notify as soon as possible 

o Michael Salt, Phone: 0497 090 903, email: michaelsalt@hotmail.com 

o Victor Macko, Phone: 0430 122 302, email: victor@victor.com.au 

 If there is missing gear DO NOT take gear off another rack. This causes no end of problems later down the line. Contact 

Victor or Michael for a possible solution. 

 Sometimes as a trip leader it is more practical to collect all racks needed for members on a trip. If this is done it is 

advised to hire out the racks in the other members names. PRIOR PERMISSION is required from that member before 

the trip leader does this. Remember, whoever has the gear hired out (in their name) is fully responsible for it. 

Standard Lead Rack Equipment List 

 Coloured Snapgates are to be used with camming devices 

 Screwgate quantity includes screwgates attached used for belay devices 

 Always count each item individually. For example an extender will consist of one sling, one straightgate biner, and one 

bentgate biner. 

 Bentgate biners are used for the rope side of an extender. The straightgate is used for the protection side. 

 All lead racks are colour coded with a tag on each item. Ensure that ‘colours’ do not get mixed. 

 Whilst nearly all items on a lead rack are standardised throughout the club there may be variation in the cams and nuts 

used. Whichever brand of camming device is used (Black Diamond, Wild Country), it will be as a full set and not a mix of 

different brands of cams. The same also applies for micro nuts. 

 All gear on a standard lead rack should be rated to a minimum of 7 kN. However this does not apply to micro nuts (RP’s 

and Wild Country Micro Rocks) OR hexes where the Spectra sling has been replaced with 6mm or 7mm cord. The load 

ratings for such items may be substantially lower.  

 

Type Brand Description Quantity 

Belay Device Any Must be similar to ATC guide 2 

Bolt plate any   5 

Cam Black Diamond C4's. SIZES: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3  7 

  OR Wild Country Helium Friends. SIZES 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 9 

Cordelette Any 4 metres 2 

Gear Sling Any   1 

Hex Wild Country Rockcentric. SIZES: 3- 9 7 

  OR DMM DMM Torque Nuts, SIZES: 1-4 4 

Nut tool Wild Country On elastic key chain 2 

Nuts DMM Wallnuts. Sizes: 1- 11 11 

Nuts Wild Country Rocks. Sizes: 1- 10 10 

Nuts RP RPs size 2-5 (Four) 4 

  OR Wild Country Wild Country Mini rocks (2 of 0.75, 2 of 0.5: Four total) 4 

Prussik Any   6 

Quickdraws Any All same size (either 12cm or 18cm) 12 

Screwgates Any   10 

Slings Any Spectra 120cm 6 

Slings Any Spectra 60cm 6 

Snapgate Any Bentgate for extenders 8 

Snapgate Any 
Straight gate: For nuts, hexes, bolt plates, cordelettes, and 
Extenders 14 

Snapgate Black Diamond Neutrino wire gate colour to match Cams 7 
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